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IBM Linux on Power 

Selling Linux on Power can be surprisingly complex. The good news for sellers is that Linux has 

reached ‘mainstream’ solution status in many areas and is the preferred environment for many 

applications due to its performance and cost effectiveness.   A challenge remains for IBM Power 

systems to be as accepted as a competitive alternative to x86 based systems in the minds (and 

data centers) of customers.  Luckily, the same performance and cost dynamics that have 

propelled Linux are also the main strengths of the IBM Power Systems.  Leveraging and 

exploiting this synergy is both the challenge and opportunity for IBM Power on Linux sellers. 

Care must be taken to ensure that the entire solution stack supports the Power version Linux.  

Oracle database for instance, only has version 10gR2 supported. Other solutions such as big 

data, business intelligence and web serving, have a wide variety of supported options making 

Linux a preferred platform. 

Once the solution stack is verified, sellers have a distinct advantage when selling the superior 

performance, total cost of acquisition (TCA) and total cost of ownership (TCO) advantages that 

IBM’s Linux on Power solution provide over an x86 based Linux or Windows solution. 

IBM Linux Only Systems 

All models of the IBM Power product family will run Linux.  In an effort to compete with x86 

Linux systems, IBM offers Linux only models of its POWER8 scale-out systems.  These models 

provide both the power and price to be aggressively competitive to the latest x86 systems.  

Each system runs the following Linux operating environments: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5 or 

later, SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 Service Pack 3 or later, or Ubuntu Server 14.04 or later 

(requires PowerKVM)  

IBM Power S812L server 

The IBM Power S812L (8247-21L) server is a one socket server with one POWER8 dual-chip 

module (DCM) processor running at either 3.42 GHz or 3.02 GHz ,either 10 or 12 activated 

cores and up to 512GB of memory. 

IBM Power S822L server 

The IBM Power S822L (8247-22L) server is a two socket server with two POWER8 dual-chip 

module (DCM) processors running at either 3.42 GHz or 3.02 GHz ,either 20 or 24 activated 

cores and up to 1024GB of memory. 

Additional details of these systems can be found in the IBM Redbook® publication “IBM Power 

Systems S812L and S822L Technical Overview and Introduction.” 

http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/s812l-s822l/
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/s812l-s822l/
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/abstracts/redp5098.html?Open
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/abstracts/redp5098.html?Open
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Linux on Power Hypervisors 

IBM Power systems have traditionally used PowerVM for enterprise class virtualization .  With the new 

POWER8 scale out systems, a new alternative is available, PowerKVM.  This new hypervisor is the 

POWER port for the x86 based open source hypervisor.  It provides a great deal of synergy from its x86 

brother and provides a good alternative for customers porting from x86 based systems. 

IBM PowerKVM 

Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) provides open source server virtualization for IBM scale-out 

(POWER8) Linux servers.  Since KVM is supported by multiple hardware vendors, a key selling point is 

that it provides cost effective virtualization without vendor ‘lock-in’. The version ported to IBM Power 

Systems is called PowerKVM.  Supported operating environments include: SUSE Linux, Red Hat Linux, 

Ubuntu Linux.  PowerKVM is only supported on the IBM Scale Out Power Systems Models (POWER8 and 

above). 

The first release of PowerKVM is accompanied by some functionality considerations that could limit its 

usefulness in particular situations.  Some of the following may be addressed in subsequent releases. 

Currently they include: 

 Does not support the AIX or IBM I operating environments 

 Supports a subset of I/O adapters 

 Can not be managed by an HMC 

 Does not support SPICE graphical model 

 Only one operating system is allowed to run on the host system.  Does not provide multi-boot 

support. 

The IBM white paper “KVM and open virtualization: Who’s using it, how and why?” provides a look at 

KVM and its uses.  

IBM PowerVM 

IBM PowerVM provides CPU, network, and disk virtualization for IBM Power Systems.  Supported 

operating environments include: IBM AIX, IBM I, SUSE Linux and Red Hat Linux.  PowerVM is supported 

on all IBM Power System models. 

  

http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/redpieces/abstracts/sg248231.html?Open
https://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/mem/ContentHandler/XBW03023USEN/lc=en_ALL_ZZ
http://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/sg247940.html?Open
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Brief Comparison of PowerVM versus PowerKVM 

Feature PowerVM PowerKVM 

License Proprietary Open source 

Micro partitioning Yes Yes 

Live partition mobility Yes Yes 

PCI Pass through Yes Yes 

Memory page sharing Yes - called Active Memory 
Exploration 

Yes – called Kernal Same Page 
(KSM) 

Adding devices to the guest Yes – called  DLPAR (Dynamic 
LPAR) 

Yes – called Hot Plug 

Sparse disk storage Yes (Thin provisioning) Yes (qcow2 image) 

Dynamic Logical Partion Yes Partial 

SR-IOV (single-root 
input/output support 

Yes No 

Memory compression Yes  No (zswap could be installed 
manually) 

N_Port ID Virtualization (NPIV) Yes No 
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Linux on Power Software Distributions 

There are three supported Linux distributions ported to the IBM Power Systems platform.  The 

TechTarget article “Comparing popular Linux distributions for servers” provides some useful information 

on each of the distributions available on Power, however, the market share information in the undated 

article is outdated.  Each distribution is a member of the OpenStack Foundation and has incorporated 

OpenStack features into their distributions.  Each offers the operating environment at no cost.  SUSE and 

Red Hat require a support subscription, Ubuntu does not require support, but does offer it as an option. 

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for IBM Power 

SUSE was established in 1992 and is the original provider of the enterprise Linux distribution.  It was 

acquired by Novell in 2004 and now operates and an independent business unit of The Attachmate 

Group.  SUSE has strong ISV support with more third party applications than any other Linux 

Distribution.  SUSE is the certified environment for SAP HANA and other SAP solutions.   

SUSE offers enterprise versions for x86/x86-64 based servers, IBM Power servers and IBM z systems.  

Support is offered via subscription. 

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 

Red Hat has a 20+ year history of proving open source enterprise IT products and services.  They claim to 

work with more than 90% of Fortune 500 Companies based upon 2013 client data.   They have a large 

Linux ecosystem and Red Hat’s consistent application interface (ABI) and application programming 

interface (API) compatibility enables IBM Power Systems to deploy thousands of open source and 

commercial applications, including those originally developed on other platforms. 

RHEL supports both POWER7 and POWER8 based systems along with desktops,  x86/x86-64 based 

servers, IBM System z and HPC clusters. Support is offered via subscription. 

Ubuntu 

Ubuntu (African word for ‘humanity to others’) was first released in 2004 and is completely free. 

Canonical is responsible for delivering six-monthly releases, as well as coordinating security, 

troubleshooting. 

It boasts that it is the preferred platform for cloud development with over 70% of AWS guest images 

(according to Scair Management data, March 2013), over 65% of DigitalOcean guest images (according 

to DigitalOcean) and over 60% of Azure Linux guests(according to Azure).  From a host side, they claim 

55% of OpenStack production clouds run on Ubuntu.  

Ubuntu supports only IBM POWER8 based systems, along with desktops and x86/x86-64 based servers. . 

Enterprise support for provided for a fee.  

http://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/feature/Compare-popular-Linux-distributions-for-servers
http://www.openstack.org/
https://www.suse.com/products/power/
https://www.suse.com/susePSC/home
http://www.redhat.com/products/enterprise-linux/for-ibm-power/
https://insights.ubuntu.com/2014/06/13/ubuntu-and-power8-the-best-of-both-worlds/
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Linux on Power Differentiation 

Sellers have distinct advantages in key selling criteria when selling Linux on Power. 

Advantages include the following: 

 With relatively recent IBM PowerLinux systems and price adjustments, TCA is very 

competitive to x86 based systems and TCO is generally superior to x86 solutions. 

 Deliver greater performance, higher utilization and superior availability when compared 

to x86 servers 

 Eight-core POWER8 processors can run eight threads per core, while Intel’s eight-core 

Xeon processors are limited to two threads for each core.  This allows POWER based 

systems better performance for applications, like big data and databases, which can 

take advantage of a multi-thread processor. 

 The PowerLinux system also has the flexibility and granularity when licensing PowerVM 

as compared to VMware.  PowerVM is licensed by the core, so the system can initially 

be licensed for the number of cores needed to run the workload.  Additional cores can 

be licensed to increase performance and utilization increases.  VMware vSphere 5.1 

licensing is only available per socketed processor rather than per core. 

 PowerLinux solutions have access to vast amounts of memory.  There are no limits on 

memory usage for virtualization, which is the case for some x86 virtualization software 

packages. 

 Logical pooling of physical resources in PowerVM virtualization.  This feature allows 

higher utilization rates for POWER based Linux systems. 

Customer Selection and Buying Motivations 

A couple of studies can give some clues to the best Linux on Power prospects.  They indicate 

customers are buying Linux solutions because they are convinced of the features it provides 

along with technical superiority, the lower TCO and security.  If they have already invested in 

Linux, 80% plan on increasing their investment and 73% use their Linux systems for mission 

critical workloads.   

From an application side, 70% use Linux for cloud computing with Web Servers (76%), Oracle 

DB (63%) Non-Oracle DB (51%), data warehousing (50%) and business intelligence (45%) 

leading the way in planned applications. 

Find below details of two key studies, one from the Linux Foundation www.linuxfoundation.org, 

providing a study of 355 IT professionals that representing organizations with sales of $500 

million and/or 500+ employees, and the second from SUSE, which is based upon a study of 167 

survey responses from IT professionals across a variety of vertical markets 37% who reported 

significant deployment of Linux, 41% scattered and 17% no deployment of Linux.   

http://www.linuxfoundation.org/
https://www.suse.com/
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Linux Foundation - 2013 Enterprise End User Report March 2013  

The study also noted that for 4Q12, IDC reported that overall server revenue grew 3.1% year-

over-year, Linux experienced 12.7% YOY growth for the quarter while Windows increased 3.2% 

and UNIX was down 24.1%.  In addition: 

 Top 3 reasons for Linux adoption: Features/Technical superiority (75%), Lower TCO 

(71%), Security (69%) 

 80% plan to increase investment in Linux in the next 5 years, 20% plan to increase use 

of Windows. 

 74% plan on maintaining or increasing Linux investments to support Cloud, 1% plan 

decrease 

 Use Linux for mission-critical workloads increases 12.8% over 3 years to 73% in 2012. 

 76% of cloud-enabled organizations use Linux servers for cloud of those 74% planned to 

maintain or increase future use for cloud initiatives. 

 75% of enterprises reported deploying Linux for new applications, services and 

Greenfield deployments in the last 2 years – 10% more than survey 3 years ago. 

 82% plan to increase the number of Linux servers compared to 30% who plan to 

increase the number of windows servers in the next 12 months. Top 3 reasons cited 

include technical superiority, lower TCO and security. 

Linux application usage: 

 40% report migrating applications from Windows to Linux (31% 2010) 

 7% jump in use of Linux for application and web servers, relational enterprise databases 

over survey 3 years ago 

 5% jump in use of Linux for development environments over survey 3 years ago. 

 70% now plan on using Linux for cloud computing activities with 42% planning on 

increase in the next 12 months 

SUSE Research Brief: Linux Continues to Gain Momentum in Enterprise Server 
Market 

Organizations are running or plan to run the following enterprise business applications in the 

next 12 months: 

 Web Servers: 14% currently running on Linux, 76% plan to run. 

 Oracle DB: 6% currently running on Linux, 63% plan to run. 

 Non-Oracle database: 11% currently running on Linux, 51% plan to run. 

 Data warehousing: 12% currently running on Linux, 50% plan to run. 

 Business Intelligence: 17% currently running on Linux, 45% plan to run. 

 Custom/vertical  application: 8% currently running on Linux, 43% plan to run 

 CRM: 12% currently running on Linux, 30% plan to run. 

 SAP: 6% currently running on Linux, 25% plan to run. 

 ERP (non-SAP): 7% currently running on Linux, 24% plan to run. 

http://www.linuxfoundation.org/publications/linux-foundation/linux-adoption-trends-end-user-report-2013
http://www.novell.com/docrep/2013/07/linux_gains_momentum.pdf
http://www.novell.com/docrep/2013/07/linux_gains_momentum.pdf
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Quick Hit Selling Points 

Find below some key resources for IBM Linux on Power’s of four components:  

 Linux based application(s)  

o Find information on Linux on Power solutions 

o IBM Global Solutions Guide 

 Linux Operating Environment  

o Find a listing of Linux supported distributions 

o Find a listing of PowerLinux supported features 

 PowerVM virtualization platform  

o Features and benefits of PowerVM  for IBM PowerLinux 

 IBM POWER System based hardware platform 

o Power Systems facts and features guide .   

Opportunity Sweet Spots for Linux on Power 

When selling Linux on Power, it is helpful to concentrate on select areas that are particularly 

well suited for the TCA, TCO and computing power areas where IBM Linux on Power excels.   

Existing x86 Linux customers 

This is a very compelling area to sell Linux on Power.  IBM Linux on Power has TCA, TCO and 

major performance and scalability advantages over x86 based systems.   Power systems also 

have demonstrated enterprise reliability and availability.  

Big endian, little endian- Big or little endian refers to the technique a computer uses to store data 

– essentially small to large (example 12345, little endian) or large to small (example 54321, big 

endian)  IBM Power Systems are big endian systems with the exception of the IBM POWER8 

which is bi-endian (can use either big or little endian data ordering).  Intel based systems are 

little endian.  Linux software is written to store data using either big or little endian ordering.  

SUSE and Red Hat Linux for Power Systems use big endian.  Ubuntu uses little endian.  A 

possible issue occurs when porting data for an x86 based Linux system.  Data must be 

converted/re-ordered when moving from the SUSE or Red Hat x86 versions to the IBM Power 

version.  The data conversion step is not necessary when porting from x86 Ubuntu to Power 

Ubuntu since both use little endian ordering. 

See the following white paper studies below for supporting information: 

 IDC dynamic white paper showing organizations who have already adopted x86 based 

Linux the cost savings and operational efficiency of Linux on Power based upon 

customer provided inputs. (Study I) 

 Clabby paper presenting a strong business case for organizations to choose Linux on 

Power over an x86 based solution (Study J) 

 Solitaire International study looking at customer satisfaction levels of x86 and Power 

users using PowerVM (Study B) 

http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/linux/solutions.html
http://www-304.ibm.com/partnerworld/gsd/search.do
http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/lnxinfo/v3r0m0/index.jsp?topic=%2Fliaam%2Fliaamdistros.htm
http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/lnxinfo/v3r0m0/index.jsp?topic=/liaam/supportedfeaturesforlinuxonpowersystemsservers.htm
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/linux/powerlinux/powervm/features.html
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/hardware/reports/factsfeatures.html
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 Robert Frances Group paper examining the TCA and TCO advantages of PowerLinux 

(Study G). 

 IBM paper that provides guidance on the optimal solutions and workloads for a Linux on 

Power solution (Study K) 

Virtualized Workloads 

Linux on Power/PowerVM has distinct computing power, TCA and TCO advantages when 

running virtualized workloads when compared to x86/VMware platforms.  The Power processors 

ability to process more threads per core, access more memory and leverage the granular 

licensing of PowerVM provide a powerful competitor to a x86/VMware solution. 

See the following white paper studies below for supporting information: 

 Edison Group study below directly comparing Power/PowerVM vs. x86/vSphere for 

virtualization.(Study A)  

 Solitaire study looking at customer satisfaction levels of x86 and Power users using 

PowerVM (Study B)  

Solution - Infrastructure Services 

IBM PowerLinux Open Source Infrastructure Services is an ideal platform for fast delivery of 

essential email, web serving, file/print, and other infrastructure workloads.  

Featured Solutions 

 Mail serving: Includes industry-leading open source mail serving applications such as 

Postfix, Dovecot, Cyrus, Fetchmail, Procmail and SpamAssassin. 

 Web serving: Leverages the LAMP architecture for open source web serving functions with 

Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP/Perl scripts 

 File/print serving: Using Samba this solution allows file and print sharing between 

computers based on PowerLinux, Linux x86, Microsoft Windows and UNIX operating 

systems. 

 Network infrastructure serving: Manages network traffic with advanced capabilities like 

virtual networking (virtio and vhost-net), next generation internet protocol, IPv6, and load-

balancing with the BIND DNS server and Squid web caching server. 

See the following white paper studies below for supporting information: 

 IBM case study demonstrating PowerLinux file serving solution performed 50% better 

than a comparable x86 solution with a 30% lower TCA. (Study D) 

 Solitaire paper comparing PowerLinux vs. Windows for network infrastructure 

deployment (Study H) 

Solution – Big Data 

Big Data is a great solution to host on Linux on Power platform.  The computing power 

advantage that POWER 7+ bases systems have over Intel Xeon based systems make Linux on 

Power a very compelling solution.  Big Data solutions typically take advantage of both large 

amounts of memory and the four threads/core processing ability of the POWER 7+ processors.  

http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/linux/powerlinux/application/opensource.html
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/bigdata/platform/product.html
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In addition, IBM GPFS allows these applications to efficiently exploit parallel file systems across 

multiple servers. IBM’s InfoSphere solution set is an ideal for customers Big Data needs.   

See the following white paper studies below for supporting information: 

 IBM Research report benchmarking Bid Data a PowerLinux cluster showing superior 

throughput (Study C) 

 Gabriel paper discussing how organizations can embark on Big Data projects cost 

effectively using Linux and Power System. (Study F) 

IBM Featured Solutions 

 InfoSphere BigInsights- Analyze data-at-rest - IBM InfoSphere BigInsights is IBM’s 

powerful and versatile Hadoop-based solution for managing and analyzing internet-

scale volumes of structured and unstructured data at rest.  Built on the open source 

Apache Hadoop software framework, it adds administrative, workflow, provisioning, 

and security features along with sophisticated analytical capabilities including text 

analytics and IBM BigSheet for data exploration.   

 IBM InfoSphere Streams – Analyze data in motion - InfoSphere Streams enables 

continuous analysis of massive volumes of streaming data with sub-millisecond 

response times.  This offering provides a highly scalable and agile infrastructure that 

can support a wide variety of both structured and unstructured data types to help 

improve an organization’s insights and decision-making and provides an opportunity 

to respond to events as they happen. 

 InfoSphere Data Explorer -Discovery and navigation software that provides real-time 

access and fusion of big data with rich and varied data from enterprise applications 

for greater insight and ROI. 

 IBM Smart Analytics System - Provides a comprehensive portfolio of data 

management, hardware, software, and services capabilities that modularly delivers a 

wide assortment of business changing analytics 

 InfoSphere Master Data Management Creates trusted views of your master data for 

improving your applications and business processes. 

 InfoSphere Information Server Understand, cleanse, transform and deliver trusted 

information to your critical business initiatives, integrating big data into the rest of 

your IT systems 

Solution - Business Intelligence 

BI is another great solution to host on Linux on Power platform.  The computing power 

advantage along with the TCA and TCO advantages that POWER 7+ bases systems have over 

Intel Xeon based systems make Linux on Power a very compelling solution.   

IBM Featured Solution 

 IBM Cognos software – Extensive solution family that provides business intelligence 

insight into financial performance, strategy management and analytics applications. 

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/infosphere/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/infosphere/biginsights/
http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/infosphere-streams
http://ibm.com/software/products/en/dataexplorer/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/infosphere/smart-analytics-system/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/master-data-management/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/integration/info_server/
http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/subcategory/SWQ20
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/index.html
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Solution – Database 

Linux on Power makes a popular and compelling platform for hosting non-Oracle databases.  

These databases can leverage the power of multiple threads in a multi-core solution providing 

Linux on Power with performance advantages over x86 based solutions.  In addition, there are 

frequently TCA and TCO advantages that organizations can leverage. 

See the following white paper studies below for supporting information: 

 Edison Group study below directly comparing Power/PowerVM vs. x86/vSphere for 

virtualization.(Study A below)  

IBM Featured Solution 

 DB2 with BLU Acceleration - Advanced, innovative capabilities to accelerate analytic 
workloads for databases and data warehouses. 

Solution - Industry Application Solutions 

Businesses rely on Linux for applications that are designed for their industry and customized to 

their specific needs. With offerings like the IBM PowerLinux Solution Edition for SAP 

Applications, midsize IT shops can deliver these services with higher quality compared to 

commodity x86 servers running Windows or Linux. 

See the following white paper studies below for supporting information: 

 Solitaire study comparing PowerLinux vs. Windows for SAP deployment showing less 

downtime, better customer satisfaction and better TCO. (Study E) 

IBM Featured Solution 

 IBM PowerLinux Solution Edition for SAP Applications is an ideal solution for midsize 

organizations supporting up to 500 SAP users, multiple SAP systems and its database 

on a single server reduces server management and lowers IT costs. 

Solution - Application Services  

Linux is the low cost platform of choice for vital applications like web, email, and social media 

collaboration services. IBM PowerLinux Application Services combine competitively priced 

POWER7 servers with class leading PowerVM virtualization, helping businesses deliver 

services with superior economics. 

IBM Featured Solution 

 Web Applications on PowerLinux  -IBM Solution for WebSphere Mobile and Web 

Applications on PowerLinux is the ideal Java platform for IT organizations wanting a 

lightweight, dynamic solution for rapid development and deployment of mobile and web 

applications. It leverages the WebSphere® Application Server Liberty Profile and 

delivers a lightweight, simple to use and powerful application server for increased 

developer productivity and for use as a lightweight production server for application 

workloads. 

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/db2/linux-unix-windows/tools/
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/db2/linux-unix-windows/db2-blu-acceleration/
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/linux/powerlinux/industryapps.html
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/linux/powerlinux/industry/sap.html
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/linux/powerlinux/application/index.html
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/linux/powerlinux/application/websphere.html
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Solution - Independent software vendor support 

One of the fastest developing new ecosystems in the modern IT industry, the number of tested, 

native applications available for the PowerLinux platform now exceeds the 2,500 mark. The 

availability of business-critical applications and building blocks such as Sybase Unwired 

Accelerator and IBM WebSphere® Business Services Fabric signify enterprises are looking 

more than ever to powerful, reliable 64-bit Linux systems such as IBM Power Systems servers 

for the apps that run their core businesses. 

Opportunity Not-So-Sweet Spot for Linux on Power 

Normally it is a better idea to point the sweet spots before mentioning issue areas but 

unfortunately there is a big area of concern with application compatibility for Linux on Power 

with the Oracle Database.   According to the IBM Support Platforms for Oracle Database, only 

Oracle 10gR2 as certified on SLES and Red Hat.  More importantly, certification for 11gR1 and 

11gR2 is not currently planned. For current updates and questions, send an email to 

ibmoracle@us.ibm.com. 

  

http://www.oracle.com/webapps/dialogue/ns/dlgwelcome.jsp?p_ext=Y&p_dlg_id=13824412&src=7878529&Act=19&sckw=WWMK13048383MPP008
http://www-03.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/PRS3369
mailto:ibmoracle@us.ibm.com
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Key White Papers 

IDC: Linux Adoption in a Global Recession 

This paper presents results of an IDC survey on Linux and looks at some of the factors relevant 

to Linux selection and adoption. 

Study A - Edison Group: The Advantages of IBM PowerLinux 7R2 with PowerVM versus 

HP DL380p G8 with vSphere 5.1 

This paper directly compares the performance, total cost of acquisition and total cost of 

ownership of a PowerLinux 7R2 with an x86-based HP DL380p G8.  The PowerLinux system 

performs roughly twice as many transactions per second as the x86-based system with the 

same number of physical cores while utilizing almost half as much RAM.  This provides a 

distinct advantage when per-core priced applications are utilized and provides a savings in the 

cost of RAM.  In addition, customers are provided with a platform greater scalability to meet 

demanding workloads or highly virtualized systems. 

In addition to the performance comparison, this study looks at the TCO and TCA of both 

systems based upon a normalized 5 year distribution.  The IBM PowerLinux solution with IBM 

DB2 has a 45% lower TCO and a 47.3% lower TCA.   Both the TCO and TCA cost difference 

are directly attributed to the savings realized by the more powerful and memory efficient IBM 

POWER processors leading to reduce software license costs.  05/2013 

Study B - Solitaire Interglobal: Does Your Virtualization Platform Matter? (Full Report, 

Executive Summary) 

This white paper looks at the benefits and relative costs when organizations implement a 

virtualization platform.  The basis of the study is surveys and performance information from over 

61,320 customer sites.  Among the study findings is: 

 Customer Satisfaction: PowerVM has the highest customer satisfaction among large and 

very large customers.  This indicates the more complex and volatile the environment, the 

higher the customer satisfaction with the PowerVM environment. 

 Staffing:  The learning curve time is as much as 2.58% faster than other offerings. 

 Risk: The reported risk of deployment is considerably better for PowerVM users, by as 

much as 1/3rd less exposure. 

 Efficiency: Resource usage consumes as little as 42% of the resources needed for other 

virtualization due to lean VM overhead. 

 Availability:  The more virtualized the environment, the more critical the availability 

becomes.  PowerVM requires less system and VM reboots than competitive platforms, 

resulting in downtime that can be 5.5 times less than other options. 

 Agility: PowerVM users are reporting faster deployment times by as much as 170.9% 

http://www.novell.com/docrep/2009/03/White%20Paper%20-%20Linux%20Adoption%20in%20a%20Global%20Recession_en.pdf
http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/pol03161usen/POL03161USEN.PDF
http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/pol03161usen/POL03161USEN.PDF
http://www.ibm.com/smarter-computing/ap/pdf/Solitaire_Analyst_White_Paper_Does_Your_Virtualization_Platform_Matter.pdf
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=stg-web&S_PKG=500025833
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Overall this study found that there is a notable advantage to incorporating the IBM PowerVM 

virtualization software as part of the IT architecture, based on a broad set of business metrics. 

2012 

Study C - IBM Research: Understanding Systems and Architecture for Big Data 

This paper presents an initial study on Big Data benchmarking and methodology as well as 

workload optimized systems for Big Data and the sorting of 1TB data on a 10-node PowerLinux 

7R2 cluster.  The finding is this dataset takes less than 8 minutes to complete the sort which 

translates to sorting 12.8GB/node/minute for the IO intensive sort. 03/2013 

Study D - Case Study: PHYSnet doubles its file serving performance 

The University of Hamburg reduced their acquisition costs 30% by choosing a PowerLinux 

solution over commodity x86 hardware while improving file system performance by 50 percent. 

 

Study E - Solitaire Interglobal: PowerLinux versus Windows for SAP Development 

SAP deployments built on IBM PowerLinux have 43% less downtime than similar deployments 

on Windows based upon a survey of 5,304 different organizations and projects.   

PowerLinux systems are a favorite in those situations where an organization is growing by more 

than 9.2% a year in transaction workload or module installation or where complexity factors, 

such as worldwide deployment or user bases that exceed 180 SAP users exist. 

Suitability, which involves a mixture of customer satisfaction, as well as more objective metrics, 

indicated that deployments seem to match well for organizations that have 350-9000 

employees, have 150-720 SAP users, and are running a mixture of workloads and modules. 

Those systems that are smaller than those user ranges and are coupled with less complex and 

dynamic environments are well suited for Windows deployments. 

Also notable is that average total cost of acquisition (TCA) for PowerLinux systems averaged 

3.8% higher compared to Windows systems however after the first 6-9 months after installation, 

users reported total cost of ownership (TCO) strongly favored the PowerLinux deployments. 

Study F - Gabriel Consulting Group: Big Data without the Big Bang or Big Bucks 

In this report, Gabriel Consulting discusses how most organizations will be approaching big data 

and why they should (or shouldn’t) consider a “Big Data in a Box” solution. This is a key 

deliverable for prospects that are just getting started with Big Data.  It presents some basic 

recommendations plus highlights some of the advantages Power has over x86 technology.  

It also presents some interesting information on Big Data from their 2011-12 x86 Data Center 

survey such as the uses of Big Data.  Enterprise Analytics, Complex event processing, and 

visualization were all being used by over 50% of the respondents.  The next most popular uses 

were data mining, modeling & simulation and real time analytics.  2012 

Study G - Robert Frances Group: The IBM PowerLinux Advantage 

http://domino.research.ibm.com/library/cyberdig.nsf/papers/BCB226F47ACD98AC85257B27005F09DD/$File/rc25281revised.pdf
http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/poc03088usen/POC03088USEN.PDF
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=stg-web&S_PKG=500025653&S_CMP=web-ibm-po-_-ws-powerlinuxsol
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=stg-web&S_PKG=ov8547&S_CMP=web-ibm-po-_-rcp-powerlinuxsol
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=stg-web&S_PKG=ov9418&S_CMP=web-ibm-po-_-rcp-powerlinuxsol
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This white paper examines the value offered by PowerLinux from both TCA and TCO 

perspectives. Employing fully-loaded cost, equivalent-workload scenarios that include hardware, 

operating system, virtualization technology, and associated support costs, RFG found that 

competitive product solutions built on x86 are both less powerful and more expensive. 

 PowerLinux is offering more performance per dollar, better availability and scalability 

characteristics, and deliver improved scale-out and scale-up scenarios while occupying 

the same rack space as its competitors 

 From a three year TCA perspective, the Dell and HP solutions are 54 and 75 percent 

more expensive when comparing platform solutions. 

 From a three year TCO life cycle, Dell and HP solutions end up costing 47% and 62% 

more respectively. 

 PowerLinux’s PowerVM can scale workloads better within a single box, with a maximum 

virtualization performance of 35% greater than workloads using VMware. 

 IBM and RFG studies have shown that most customers have not been able to drive 

server utilization greater than 35% on a sustained basis for x86 based systems. Other 

studies have shown that memory utilization is the gating factor, not processor speed. 

 Overall the PowerLinux servers have significant advantage in TCA, TCO and 

performance over HP and Dell competitors.  2013 

Study H - Solitaire Interglobal: PowerLinux versus Windows for Network Infrastructure 

Deployment 

This white paper provides a succinct comparison of infrastructure services running on both 

Windows and PowerLinux platforms based upon analysis of a survey of 9,673 different 

organizations and projects.  The data shows clear advantages for PowerLinux in areas such as 

reliability, efficiency, and staffing needs. 

PowerLinux had the following significant advantages over Windows deployments: 

 Average of 31.9% less combined planned and unplanned downtime. 

 Throughput average of 29.6% faster. 

 More than 3.5 times capable of handling unexpected workloads than corresponding 

Windows systems 

 Customer production levels of efficiency averaged more than 2.5 times higher. 

 Staffing levels for equivalent deployments averaged 18.1% less. 

Study I - IDC Dynamic White paper: IBM PowerLinux Servers: Leveraging Virtualization 

for Operational Efficiency 

This IDC Dynamic white paper is designed to show customers who have already invested in 

Linux, the additional cost savings and operational efficiency they can realize by adopting Linux 

on Power Systems.   These calculations are based upon industry, sized and location averages 

obtained from studies conducted by IDC.  Estimated IT cost savings and improvements due to 

consolidation on Power Systems is calculated based upon customer provided inputs. 

https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=stg-web&S_PKG=500028886&S_CMP=web-ibm-po-_-rcp-powerlinuxsol
https://www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source=stg-web&S_PKG=500028886&S_CMP=web-ibm-po-_-rcp-powerlinuxsol
https://roianalyst.alinean.com/idc/AutoLogin.do?d=608554121789475659
https://roianalyst.alinean.com/idc/AutoLogin.do?d=608554121789475659
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Other interesting notes from the study: 

 Organizations virtualizing industry standard Linux images on Power systems have seen 

utilization rates climb from an average of 34% to over 70% resulting in more cost-

efficient and reliable operations. 

 IBM POWER7+ processors have the ability to scale with up to 20 VMs per processor – 

and up to 16+ sockets per Power system. 

 Availability, with more than 99.99% uptime per server platform, organizations 

consolidating on Power systems were able to reduce unplanned downtime by 50%+ 

 Consolidation helped to reduce their operational cost per workload by 50% 

 Companies consolidating Linux on Power Systems experienced cost savings in a number of 

categories, including server and network cost reduction, licensing fee reduction, and avoidance 

of costs associated with IT staffing, datacenter facilities expansion and operational costs such 

as power and cooling. Original publication 01/2013. 

Study J - Clabby Analytics: Why in the World Wouldn’t Anyone Want to Run Linux on 

POWER-based Systems? 

This white paper presents the case for running Linux applications on POWER rather than x86 

based systems.  According to Clabby, the Linux customers buying behavior includes the 

following: 

 Linux Buyers are driven by prices advantages compared to other environments making 

TCA their #1 concern. 

 They often use decentralized procurement processes 

 They want their Linux servers to be simple to use and manage 

 Most want to scale-out workloads 

 They want to take advantage of the Linux open source and ISV ecosystems. 

Clabby also explains that PowerLinux is the optimal architecture for executing certain big data 

analytics, industry application solutions and open source infrastructure tasks.  Workloads that 

take advantage of the four threads per processor, expanded access to memory, and that exploit 

parallel file systems across multiple servers are especially well suited for a Linux on Power 

solution.  This is especially true for Apache Hadoop map/reduce framework workloads because 

of the ability of the POWER architecture to exploit massively parallel processing across Linux 

clusters. 06/2012 

Study K - IBM: Best Practices for Migrating Linux/x86 Applications to Linux on IBM 

Power Systems 

This paper contains guidance on the appropriate workloads to migrate to Linux on IBM Power 

Systems.   

 Leverage Linux/x86 compatible with Linux on Power.  RHEL and SUSE versions are 

available and consistent between x86 and Power platforms.  Select Linux/x86 workloads 

http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=WH&infotype=SA&appname=STGE_PO_PO_USEN&htmlfid=POL03125USEN&attachment=POL03125USEN.PDF
http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=WH&infotype=SA&appname=STGE_PO_PO_USEN&htmlfid=POL03125USEN&attachment=POL03125USEN.PDF
http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/pow03053usen/POW03053USEN.PDF
http://public.dhe.ibm.com/common/ssi/ecm/en/pow03053usen/POW03053USEN.PDF
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to migrate to Power Systems knowing that Red Hat RHEL and Novell SUSE are 

consistent with Linux on Power. 

 Select Linux/x86 virtualized workloads and migrate to PowerVM.  PowerVM on Power 

750, performs 65% better than VMware, scales to four times more virtual CPUs than 

VMware in a virtual machine and scales linearly to use all CPU’s, while VMware does 

not.  This provides key advantages to Linux on Power for virtualized environments. 

 Select workloads from underutilized x86 systems – In many cases, workloads running 

across multiple x86-based servers leave the system under 20% utilized.  Consolidating 

on a single Power Systems server can reduce total cost by leveraging the ability to run 

at higher utilization levels. 

 Select workloads based on RAS requirements – Many Linux/x86 workloads are 

considered mission critical.  Power systems provide redundant and hot-swap hardware 

expected in an enterprise environment, PowerVM provides RAS related virtualization 

features and Capacity Upgrade on Demand provides try-and-buy to dynamically activate 

processors and memory. 

 Co-locate applications with their database – Consider selecting workloads where the 

application is running on Linux/x86, but the application’s data is located on Power. SAP 

and web service applications sometimes fit in this category. 

 Leverage software supported by IBM and its partners – IBM and its partners have a 

large number of software applications and middleware available for Linux on Power.  

Selecting from existing Linux/x86 software certified on Power eases migration and 

ensures optimal software performance. 

 Select workloads with processor based software pricing – These workloads can 

consolidate on Power using fewer cores maximizing software and maintenance 

investment. 
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Linux on Power Reference Information 

IBM Power Systems IFL 

The Power Integrated Facility for Linux (Power IFL) is a new solution that allows customers to 

activate unused cores and memory to run Linux workloads on IBM Power hardware at a very 

competitive price point.  Processor cores can be activated to run Red Hat Linux or SUSE Linux.  

On/Off Capacity on Demand (CoD) and Utility CoD do not license POWER IFL processor cores 

making these features only available to manage other general-purpose processor core 

activations.   10/17/13 Announcement 

IBM PowerVP – Virtualization Performance 

PowerVP is a graphical Java client used to monitor virtual workloads when using PowerVM 

virtualization. This is new monitoring functionality that became generally available on 11/15/13 

and is designed for POWER7 processors and above. Details 

Key features include: 

 Real-time graphical monitor to provide easy to understand health check of the running 

system. 

 Customizable thresholds.  

 DVR-like Replay allows replay of performance data sequences to pinpoint bottlenecks. 

 System level performance views that allow drill down into problem areas. 

 Virtual machine drill down giving detailed VM performance data. 

 Support for Linux, AIX and IBM i VMs. 

 Background data collection – allows data to be collected without the need for the real-

time performance monitor.   

IBM PowerVC – Virtualization Center 

PowerVC is an advanced virtualization management offering that is built on OpenStack to 

deliver advanced virtualization management for IBM AIX and Linux environments on Power 

Systems.  It provides virtual image management and deployment along with on-going 

optimization and VM resilience.  It provides advanced functionality above that provided by 

PowerVP 

  

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/POWERLINUX/p7ecu/p8ega.pdf
http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?infotype=an&subtype=ca&appname=gpateam&supplier=897&letternum=ENUS113-178
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/performance/
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/performance/
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/virtualization-management/
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OpenPOWER Consortium 

The OpenPOWER Consortium consists of Google, IBM, Mellanox, NVIDIA and Tyan.  The goal 

of this group is to make POWER hardware and software available to open development, 

providing innovation across the entire server stack.  Clients will benefit from a development and 

business model that allows a high degree of server customization to fit specific needs.  This 

ecosystem will develop advanced server, networking, storage and GPU-acceleration technology 

that will drive new value across the server industry, including the larges hyperscale data 

centers. 

 By forming the OpenPOWER ecosystem, IBM is aligning to win new Linux opportunities, further 

establish IBM's cloud computing leadership, and ultimately, lead to new innovation for our 

Power Systems clients.  

Through the work of the OpenPOWER Consortium, more business applications running on 

Power will be developed which should translate to greater demand from the marketplace. As the 

strengths of Power Systems become more widely known, these servers will become an even 

more formidable competitor to beat.  

Apache Hadoop  

Apache Hadoop is an open source framework that allows for distributed processing of large 

data sets across clusters of computers.  It is architected to scale out from single servers to 

thousands of machines, each offering local computation and storage and can help organizations 

perform analysis swiftly, including unstructured data which isn’t possible to analyze with 

conventional systems. 

 

http://openpowerfoundation.org/
http://hadoop.apache.org/

